Platform Features

2020 Edition

Smarter Cybersecurity
Decisions Made Faster
n 
Launch with any compliance

or maturity framework
n 
Calculate your best/worst

case scenarios
n 
Balance investments in

technology and insurance
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Assessment

Cybersecurity
Program Planning

n	Automatically save and track all your

Bring your Assessments
to Life

assessments in one place.
n	Easily collaborate with others through

shared assessments.
n	Automate control inheritance to accurately

Improve your cybersecurity program’s posture
in a single dashboard. Assessments can be
completed 70% faster so you can spend more
time addressing priorities on your roadmap.

model your posture.
n	Memorialize improvement milestones to

track progress.
n	Assign action items and notes to colleagues

directly in the assessment.

Features
n	Pre-loaded with NIST CSF, C2M2, CIS20,

CMMC.
n	Import any compliance framework or

maturity model.
n	Easy to learn UI for rapid onboarding and

assessment completion.
n	Get an initial score in as little as an hour

with Quick Launch wizard.

n	Set a target and see how your current state

stacks up in one view.
n	Compare your program to internal and

external benchmarks.
n	Roadmap your cybersecurity improvements on

Kanban board.
n	Generate rich reports for the board and other

stakeholders.

Assessment Dashboard
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Cyber Risk Quantification
and Analysis

Quant

n O
 rganize and rapidly access your unique

Evaluate your Cyber Risk
Scenarios in Financial Terms

collection of cyber risk scenarios.
n R
 apidly calculate the cost of a potential

scenario with inputs you completely control.
n O
 rganize calculations of risk based on first

Analyze the unique risks to your business and
calculate how individual risk scenarios would
impact the bottom line. Quantification replaces
laundry lists of security to-dos with necessary
next steps aligned to the risk, in dollars and cents.

and third-party impacts spread across financial
and tangible impacts.
n U
 se a comprehensive library of formulas to

quantify risk.
n A
 ssign a susceptibility rating to every scenario

for rapid prioritization.

Features
n B
 rainstorming interface brings color and

democracy to risk scenarios most important
to your business.
n L
 everage community data for a comprehensive

source of cyber risk scenarios.

n M
 odel the impact of each cyber scenario

based on a Monte Carlo simulation.
n G
 et a best- and worst-case metric in

dollars of each cyber risk scenario and
other stakeholders.

Quantification Dashboard
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Control Initiatives
Quantification
Dashboard

The Control Initiatives method allows companies to play out how changing one or more controls would
affect their exposure. Stakeholders can evaluate how much of the risk that is inherent to a cyber loss
scenario they could reduce by changing a control. Additionally, they can consider how much additional
risk they would be taking on if they were to reduce their controls.

Insurance Capabilities
Insurance
Portfolio Analysis

Powered by Axio’s proprietary AI and machine learning technology, you can upload all your insurance
policies and rapidly search for exclusions and clauses particular to their treatment of cyber losses.
Quantified scenarios can be leveraged to stress test your insurance portfolio. Our Axio Quadrants
visualize first- and third-party coverages to help you understand how your portfolio will respond to a
cyber event. You can test both the limits and triggers of your entire insurance portfolio.
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Axio has employees
throughout the U.S. with
offices in New York, NY,
Decatur, GA, Tysons, VA
and Chicago, IL.

Professional Services

Access to Security
Thought Leaders with
Experience in the Real World
Every detail in Axio’s approach has been
carefully considered for the real-world. Our
technology comes from hands-on experience
in the field, not just in a lab. Axio’s staff helped
architect industry standard frameworks such
as C2M2 and RMM and contributed to the
development of NIST CSF. And they were able
to test them in real-world scenarios.
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Axio’s professional services team has
over 100 years combined experience in
cybersecurity risk management. We can
provide help with onboarding of the Axio360
platform, lead customized workshops to help
you get started, and provide ongoing advisory
services and support.
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Axio360 is the operating system for cybersecurity management
Sales@axio.com
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